
AIR | OCEAN | GROUND
A FAMILY TRADITION SINCE 1960
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T Entrepreneur Jack Conahan founded Central Air Freight 
in 1960 in the bustling community of Hazleton, PA. 
Originally called Central Airport Taxi, Conahan would pick 
up packages from the municipal airport and deliver them to 
businesses and residents throughout the area. 

By 1971, Conahan employed 15 people and his fl eet grew to 
six trucks. Due to this growth, the company incorporated in 
1979 and changed its name to Central Air Freight Services, 
Inc. In the late 1970s, he obtained the authority to service 
Philadelphia Airport (PHL).

Conahan passed away in 1980. He and his wife, Mary had 
six children. Each of their children worked diligently to 
continue their father’s dream. By 2007, the company had 
outgrown its current facilities and constructed a new 
state-of-the-art trucking and storage terminal one mile from 
Interstate 81 in Hazleton, and just a few miles south of the 
intersection with Interstate 80. 

The cross-dock facility gives CAF the opportunity to handle 
freight more effi ciently, resulting in lower claims and 
damages while moving freight to its destination faster 
than ever before. 

More than 60 years later, our competitive advantage 
remains the same as it did the day Jack Conahan founded 
the company: our commitment to our customers.

Through dedication, customer satisfaction and the personal touch that comes from being a 
family-owned business, we will strive daily to meet every shipping need for all our valued 
customers. We accomplish this by:

  Personalizing our services to meet the customer’s 
special need. 

  Continue to maintain strong relationships with 
shippers throughout the world to enable us to provide 
the best service available.

The vision of Central Air Freight Services, Inc is to become the preferred air cargo & ground 
freight carrier for parts of the tri-state area.

  Central Air Freight Services, Inc. will continue to grow and prosper in the transportation industry through more effi cient 
means of transportation, while maintaining our high-quality customer service.

  Our primary focus is to thrive in all commercial aspects of the transportation industry by continuing to provide excellent 
service in the business-to-business pick-up and delivery areas, as well as in airport drops and recoveries.

  We will expand our services to meet the ever-growing needs of the industrial and commercial transportation industries.

  To expand into the ever-growing industry of internet specialty items. We can alleviate the known shipper dilemma by 
providing airport pick-up and door to door delivery for items purchased through the internet market. We will strive in 
this area through our specialty services that are needed for any and all residential deliveries.

  Maintaining top quality equipment, as well as a
very professional work environment.

  To focus on localized companies as well as 
individuals within our service area who wish to 
maintain long-lasting business relationships.

Pictured: Jack & Mary Conahan
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AIR FREIGHT
Next day service to/from ABE, AVP, EWR, JFK, 
MDT and PHL airports to points in eastern and 
central  Pennsylvania, northwestern and central 
New Jersey and northern Delaware. 

OCEAN LCL 
FREIGHT
Next day service to/from EWR, JFK and PHL 
container freight stations and pier warehouses 
to points in eastern and central Pennsylvania, 
northwestern and central New Jersey and  
northern Delaware.

DOMESTIC LTL OR 
TL FREIGHT
Next day service to/from ABE, AVP, EWR, JFK, 
MDT and PHL airports to points in eastern and 
central  Pennsylvania, northwestern and central 
New Jersey and northern Delaware. 
Our company drivers and vehicles are DOT, TSA 
and Hazmat certified.

CROSS-DOCK
When you’re in need of a dock to cross loads for  
a relay. 

DEDICATED 
DELIVERY
The ability to have a truck at your customer’s 
door at a specific time -- with same day delivery 
to meet your needs.

EXPEDITED 
DELIVERY
Same day service to/from New Jersey, New York 
and Pennsylvania.

FIRST/FINAL  
MILE DELIVERY
We’re experts in the first/final mile market, 
whether it’s a pickup at a local distribution center 
for a retail roll out, or a two-man white glove 
delivery in the northern tier of Pennsylvania. 
Offering curbside, threshold, or one/two-man 
white glove delivery.

TEMPERATURE  
CONTROLLED
Exclusive use, temperature-controlled service 
from Point A to Point B with GPS tracking. Asset 
based, drivers are hazmat-endorsed and undergo 
extensive background screening.We offer 
pre-route planning and appointment setting.

WAREHOUSING
The bonded and insured warehouse is monitored 
with internal and external digital motion recorders 
with extensive playback options. Redundant 
cloud-based backup systems, are in place in the 
event of a disruption along with dual electrical 
generators.

For more than 60 years, Central Air Freight Services, Inc. has offered a variety of transportation 
services to meet the needs of our international, domestic and local clients. We proudly offer the 
highest quality trucking services:
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WAREHOUSING

SAFETY FIRST
Our company drivers and vehicles are DOT, 
TSA, and Hazmat certifi ed.
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WE TRANSPORT YOUR LTL OR TL 
DOMESTIC FREIGHT 
We proudly service many domestic customers’ freight transportation in the tri-state area day in and 
day out. Do you need raw materials transported from within our service area to your facility? 
We offer these services on a daily and nightly basis.  

Strategically located at the crossroads of Interstate 80 and Interstate 81 in Northeast 
Pennsylvania, Central Air Freight is within two hours of the major airports of JFK, EWR and PHL. 
We proudly offer our services to both domestic and international customers in the tri-state area. 
All freight comes to our break bulk facility in Hazleton, PA before being distributed directly to 
its destination. We offer the highest degree of quality control of your materials throughout our 
transportation process. 

WE TRANSPORT YOUR INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT 
We service international customers with their cargo transportation needs to and from JFK, EWR and PHL airports into 
eastern and central Pennsylvania, northwestern and central New Jersey, northern Delaware. 

Do you need TL or LTL air freight picked up at JFK, EWR or PHL today and delivered tomorrow? Our trucks travel to JFK, 
EWR and PHL on a daily and nightly basis. 

Do you need an international LCL ocean shipment picked up from a container freight station in New York, New Jersey 
or Pennsylvania today and delivered tomorrow? We offer those services on a daily and nightly basis.
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“ Central Air Freight... their service is top notch! They deliver excellence with 
each shipment. The whole team is attentive and committed to handling 
the movement of your shipment with fl awless accuracy and constant 
communication until the shipment arrives at its destination!”
—SCOTT S., AIR EXPORT MANAGER

“ We were very happy with the execution of our latest air shipment for a 
very important client during COVID-19. From quoting to dispatch, you 
were extremely responsive to our time-sensitive shipment at a time when 
all logistics, especially airlines, were impacted by the Coronavirus. The 
execution was seamless. The CAF dispatch team closely monitored our 
shipment at the airport to ensure all terminal fees were processed in
a timely manner. The delivery was fl awless, fast and exceeded 
our expectations.”
 —CRISTY K., E-COMM ANALYST

“ With competitive pricing, excellent response time, and a knowledgeable 
team, Central Air Freight is a go-to partner for the fi nal mile deliveries 
to some of our most important clients. We value their partnership and 
expertise to ensure our cargo is delivered intact, on time, every time.”
—GAGE L., BRANCH MANAGER

“ I have worked with Central Air Freight for a huge three-month project for 
one of our VIP customers and they delivered every time! The customer 
had very specifi c instructions and requirements and CAF had no problem 
fulfi lling them. I would highly recommend if you are in need of any 
transportation services in the PA area to reach out to CAF and you will not 
be disappointed”
— STEPHEN T., LIFE SCIENCE & HEALTHCARE MANAGER, USA 

20 South Powell Drive
Butler Industrial Park 
Hazleton, PA 18201

Operating Hours
Monday - Friday
7AM - 9PM

800-582-6318
alerts@caffreightservices.com

caffreightservices.com


